THE MAUI WEDDING EXPERIENCE
Maui. The Premier Wedding
Destination
Maui is synonymous with love,
romance, sun, fun, and just letting go.
Maui has long since been the number
one honeymoon destination in the
United States, and a Maui wedding is
now the most popular destination
wedding spot in the country. If you are
already coming to honeymoon in
Maui, why not have your Maui
wedding as the topper on the cake.
Maui is the perfect spot for the perfect
Hawaiian vacation and romantic
wedding get-a-way. Treat yourselves
to golden beaches, tropical beauty,
world-class recreation, shopping, and
dining. Everywhere you look, beautiful
brides abound on Maui.
Your Maui wedding can truly be “a dream come true” for you and your fiancé. Romantic moon lit walks on
the beach, a great variety of daytime activities, and a string of hot nightspots, make Maui the most
romantic location for your Hawaii wedding and honeymoon.
Here at Hawaiian Island Weddings we offer a variety of Maui Weddings to choose from. You may want a
simple beach wedding on a secluded white sand Maui beach, or something tropical in a cool lush green
tropical garden. You may even want to be more adventurous with your Maui destination wedding and
choose a package that finds you in the middle of the sea exchanging your vows, or even underwater at
150 feet in a comfortable air-conditioned submarine. We offer the largest variety of Maui wedding
packages and Maui wedding and honeymoon packages available anywhere.

Your Wedding Photography is Most
Important
Your wedding is one of the most exciting times of
your life. That's why I'm always looking for that
certain moment that tells the story in a single shot. I
will take my time and capture every moment of your
wedding day as it unfolds. I use a technique that is
part photojournalism, part portrait photography, and
part candid photography. My style is spontaneous
and fun.
I personally edit all your images after your wedding,
usually the same day. Each photo is analyzed and
corrected to create a "punched up" image that really
stands out.
I usually will meet with you to show you the images
before you leave Hawaii. This way you can make the
decisions about your wedding images while they are
still fresh in your mind.
Then, your images are uploaded to a private webproofing gallery to be archived for one year. Here you
can view all your images, share them with friends and
families, and order reprints and enlargements. The
photographs are made using the finest quality

materials to the highest industry standards, so you will be assured that the color will last for many
years to come.
The real joy with your
wedding memories is when
you share them. I have a
number of options; from a
DVD slideshow, that can also
be uploaded to YouTube ®; a
beautiful deluxe leather
wedding photo book, to
display on your coffee table;
and even unique gifts with
your wedding images on
them.

“ Excellent experience, all
the way around. Photography
and video were exceptional.
Very pleased with the
overall experience.”
Jacqueline + Mark

“As we look back at our special day, there is nothing that we would change as everything was
perfect. Our experience with Hawaiian Island Weddings exceeded our expectations at every
aspect and we recommend them without any reservations. The photography of our wedding was
the icing on the cake as the pictures are amazing. Thanks Tim for your talents and good work.”
Laura + Dusty
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